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These studies are designed for believers in Jesus Christ only.  If you have exercised faith in Christ, then
you are in the right place.  If you have not, then you need to heed the words of our Lord, Who said, “For
God so loved the world that He gave His only-begotten [or, uniquely-born] Son, so that every [one]
believing [or, trusting] in Him shall not perish, but shall be have eternal life!  For God did not send His
Son into the world so that He should judge the world, but so that the world shall be saved through Him. 
The one believing [or, trusting] in Him is not judged, but the one not believing has already been judged,
because he has not believed in the Name of the only-begotten [or, uniquely-born] Son of God.”
(John 3:16–18).  “I am the Way and the Truth and the Life! No one comes to the Father except through
[or, by means of] Me!” (John 14:6). 

Every study of the Word of God ought to be preceded by a naming of your sins to God.  This restores
you to fellowship with God (1John 1:8–10).  If we acknowledge our sins, He is faithful and just to forgive
us our sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness (1John 1:9). If there are people around, you
would name these sins silently.  If there is no one around, then it does not matter if you name them
silently or whether you speak aloud. 

Introduction: I, like many children in school, was taught that the founding fathers of this nation were
deists.  A deist is a man who believes that God started up the world and then walked
away from it, leaving us on our own.  However, this is not what most of the founding
fathers believed.  They did not see the United States as being separate from God, but
that God had a hand in the founding of the United States as well as in the founding
documents.  It is important for the believer in Jesus Christ to understand who the people
were who founded this country and what they actually believed. 
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We will depart from the exegesis of Gen. 13 for a special on our American heritage. 

So that you understand how we have gotten to this point in this study: with Abraham begins the Jewish Age.  At
some point in the Jewish Age, in the book of the Exodus, God will form the nation Israel.  Therefore, we need to
examine the various dispensations and the differences within each dispensation (which we have already covered
in previous lessons).  This leads us to the relationship between church and state, which is directly applicable to
us today. 

The principles of the Jewish Age and the Church Age become confused when the church and state merge in some
way or another; or when one exerts authority over the other.  In the Church Age, church and state are two different
entities, which our Lord differentiated between in Matt. 12:17–21 and Paul in Rom. 13:1–9.  In fact, this is a
fundamental change between the Age of Israel (which we are just beginning to study) and the Church Age (the
age in which we live). 

When the Catholic Church assumed political power, this violated the principal of these two separate entities, and
that marked a point of great degeneracy of the Catholic Church.  There was little wrong with the doctrines of the
early Catholic church.  Jerome’s Latin translation of the Bible was an excellent translation. 

For nearly 200 years, our nation had this balance between church and state just about right.  The church and state
were separate and, to some extent, equal entities, the state owing its stability and prosperity to the function of the
church within the land.  The church was able to evangelize and teach the Word of God (this was a part of public
and private education), because there was stability and order in the land.  However, when the court began to
misinterpret the separation of church and state, that was indicative of a national downward spiral to the spiritual
state of our nation.  The court began to give the state power over the church, and began to restrict religious
expression by the state. Religious expression is not the same as the institution of the local church, but the courts
intentionally chose to blur the distinction between these things, so that separation of church and state (a legitimate
concept) could be changed into separation of religious expression and state (an illegitimate concept).  That is, the
state (actually, the courts) would begin to deny, limit and/or regulate religious expression (which is a violation of
the separation of church and state). 

In this way, our courts became lawmakers.  Legally, this is very problematic.  When our President issues an
executive order that we dislike or the Congress begins passing laws with which we disagree, then we are able to
vote them out of office.  However, when the courts begin to make laws and strike down laws which the people
pass, we have a serious problem.  They have become a governing body of as few as 1, determining laws and
policies for all, many as non-elected officials (we have the exact same problem when non-elected bureaucrats set
policies based upon overly vague or open-ended laws, often designed to give them this power through regulation). 

The Bill of Rights, the first ten Amendments to the United States Constitution, were all limitations placed upon the
entity of government, not upon the people of the United States.  The First Amendment reads: Congress shall
make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the
Government for a redress of grievances.  The first amendment is all about what Congress cannot do.  There are
no restrictions found in this amendment on the people of the United States (which includes, the  people in
Congress).  The restriction is upon the body of Congress as an institution.  Congress has the authority to make
laws, and the first amendment limits that authority with respect to free expression of religion, speech, press,
assembly and petition. 

What happened in the 1950's and 1960's is, the concept of the wall of separation between church and state was
reintroduced (taken from an old letter of Thomas Jefferson’s—out of context, might I add), but it was changed,
through the clever use of language, into a wall of separation between religious expression and state, which is very
different concept.  This semantical change allowed the courts to become very antagonistic toward certain types
of religious expression. 
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Let me insert a comment here—one thing which I have observed about liberalism over the past decade is, they
love to use language in order to obscure their intentions, or to do things or assert things which simply are not true
and right.  That is exactly what occurs here with the Warren Court (1953–1969), which became one of the most
evil institutions in our nation’s history. 

Let me add another comment, lest you think I am demagoging this court.  A country gets the government it
deserves.  As more and more believers turned against the Word of God, this was reflected and institutionalized
by our courts.  What they did was wrong and evil; but this is a reflection of the evil in our society.  Such things do
not occur within a vacuum.  The spiritual state of our society lent itself to the courts acting as they did. 

The Warren Court began to restrict religious expression.  Restricting some religious expression by the state or
by state entities or by state officials, has led to a very confused state of affairs.  How does the Supreme Court ban
the Ten Commandments from state courts, yet has Moses and the Ten Commandments featured prominently on
the Supreme Court building?  How does this make sense?  How are the Ten Commandments problematic in a
nation of mostly Christians with a handful of Jews and Muslims (all of whom accept the Ten Commandments)? 
Furthermore, even most atheists accept the second half of the Ten Commandments.  How does a set of laws upon
which our own laws are based, become so controversial?  If various stripes of Christians, Jews and Muslims all
accept the Ten Commandments, then how could their display establish a religion?  However, this is how the court
gets away with banning the Ten Commandments in some places—it is religious expression, and the courts have
decided that they have the authority to determine when and where religious expression can occur.  The framers
of our Constitution would have been shocked at this ultimate power grab. 

The Ten Commandments are attacked because they are a part of the Word of God; Satan is at work in this nation;
and man has a sin nature.  Mix these things together, and the Ten Commandments are going to be attacked. 

The sin nature has several lusts in varying degrees: sexual lust, approbation lust, materialism lust and power lust. 
Lust might be seen as the motivator for the sin nature.  What happened was, very liberal men were appointed to
the Supreme Court, and they desired power and they took power, essentially enacting law, and changing the
power of the court forever.  Whereas the founding fathers set up our Supreme Court as the weakest branch of
government (and, therefore, with the fewest checks), the Warren Court (named after Earl Warren, the Chief
Justice) made it the strongest branch of government, answerable to no one.  From that point on, individual judges
could strike down whatever laws did not please them, even if a majority of people voted for that law.  Because
these are generally professional lawyers, they can essentially take whatever viewpoint they believe, and then
argue for that when making their decision.  It has only been in a recent decision, where our courts actually took
into consideration what the words of the Constitution meant during the time that they were written. 

As a part of the Warren Court evil, they changed the First Amendment so that it became a restriction upon the
people of the United States rather than upon the laws that Congress could make.  This change put forth by the
Supreme Court, causes great confusion as to what is acceptable and what is not.  How do all of our coins have
“In God, we trust” on them, which is the national motto; and how is it that almost every state constitution and motto
has God named, but singing Christmas carols in public schools is somehow problematic?  Once the true doctrine
of the separation of church and state was obfuscated through the use of language, confusion in this area has
reigned, with our courts being clogged with all kinds of cases that would have never seen the light of day prior to
1950.  At this point in time, we have two sets of entities—the taxpayer supported ACLU and privately supported
organizations like the American Center for Law and Justice, the Alliance Defense Fund, the American Civil Rights
Union, Liberty Council and the Judicial Action Group—who are usually at odds over these court cases (the ACLU
tends to fight against Christian religious expression, unless it is way goofy). 

Historically, the wall of separation between church and state was so that neither entity was able to exercise power
over the other.  The federal government could not establish an official religion and the church could not assume
political power.  However, religious expression is quite a different matter, which can be seen in many of the
pronouncements and prayers of our early presidents.  Even FDR recognized publically in his speeches that the
United States was the place where the Word of God is taught (he used those exact words in public speeches
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during the war).  This man had many failings; but he publically expressed the importance of the fact that the United
States is great because this is where the Word of God is taught.  This was not a presidential aberration on his part;
as nearly every president expressed faith in God, faith in Jesus Christ and/or faith in the Word of God publicly,
recognizing how integral this was to the United States as a nation. 

The very same people who crafted the first amendment met for church in public buildings (the very buildings where
Congress met to enact legislation were also used for church services for many years).  In their minds, this did not
violate the separation of church and state; this was not the Congress establishing a religion (which was correct). 
Having prayers, reading psalms from the Bible in Congress, and having a chaplain in Congress all go back to the
Continental Congress and continue even to this day.  1

So, in the Church Age, we have the church universal, which is composed of all those who have believed in Jesus
Christ; and, in various geographical locations, there are local churches, in which believers receive instruction. 
Political expression in the church is not to be banned any more than religious expression by the state should be
banned.  Politics is a rich fountain of illustration and application.  However, political expression is not the chief
function of the church any more than religious expression is the chief function of the state.  The founding fathers
had no problem with hearing politics taught from their pulpits and they had no problem expressing their own faith
in public, even in their roles as public servants.  Many of the arguments of the founding fathers in making law
centered upon the correct interpretation of the Bible and its proper application to government function.  When
authorities are quoted in order to support this or that opinion, the Bible was quoted by our founders more often
than any other source as proof of this or that idea. 

There are a myriad of examples of religious expression by our founders, but this one is pretty clear and
unambiguous.  The proclamation of Thanksgiving by George Washington. 

By the PRESIDENT of the United States Of America
A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS it is the duty of all nations to acknowledge the providence of Almighty God, to obey His will, to be
grateful for His benefits, and humbly to implore His protection and favour; and Whereas both Houses of
Congress have, by their joint committee, requested me "to recommend to the people of the United States a DAY
OF PUBLICK THANKSGIVING and PRAYER, to be observed by acknowledging with grateful hearts the many
and signal favors of Almighty God, especially by affording them an opportunity peaceably to establish a form
of government for their safety and happiness:"

NOW THEREFORE, I do recommend and assign THURSDAY, the TWENTY-SIXTH DAY of NOVEMBER next,
to be devoted by the people of these States to the service of that great and glorious Being who is the beneficent
author of all the good that was, that is, or that will be; that we may then all unite in rendering unto Him our
sincere and humble thanks for His kind care and protection of the people of this country previous to their
becoming a nation; for the signal and manifold mercies and the favorable interpositions of His providence in the
course and conclusion of the late war; for the great degree of tranquility, union, and plenty which we have since
enjoyed;-- for the peaceable and rational manner in which we have been enable to establish Constitutions of
government for our safety and happiness, and particularly the national one now lately instituted;-- for the civil
and religious liberty with which we are blessed, and the means we have of acquiring and diffusing useful
knowledge;-- and, in general, for all the great and various favours which He has been pleased to confer upon
us.

And also, that we may then unite in most humbly offering our prayers and supplications to the great Lord and
Ruler of Nations and beseech Him to pardon our national and other transgressions;-- to enable us all, whether
in publick or private stations, to perform our several and relative duties properly and punctually; to render our
National Government a blessing to all the people by constantly being a Government of wise, just, and

 See 1 http://chaplain.house.gov/ 

http://chaplain.house.gov/
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By the PRESIDENT of the United States Of America
A PROCLAMATION

constitutional laws, discreetly and faithfully executed and obeyed; to protect and guide all sovereigns and
nations (especially such as have shewn kindness unto us); and to bless them with good governments, peace,
and concord; to promote the knowledge and practice of true religion and virtue, and the increase of science
among them and us; and, generally to grant unto all mankind such a degree of temporal prosperity as he alone
knows to be best.

GIVEN under my hand, at the city of New-York, the third day of October, in the year of our Lord, one thousand
seven hundred and eighty-nine.

(signed) G. Washington

Source: The Massachusetts Centinel, Wednesday, October 14, 1789 

From: http://www.leaderu.com/humanities/washington-thanksgiving.html 
If you want to see this in the newspaper, go here. 

Can you imagine a president making a proclamation in this way today?  What if the principal of every school,
prior to Thanksgiving, gathered the student body and read this proclamation to them?  Do you think that the
ACLU might be up in arms? 

Chapter Outline Charts, Maps and Short Doctrines

God creates life: Jehovah Elohim formed the man of dust from the ground and breathed into his nostrils the
breath of life, and the man became a living creature (Gen. 2:7).  See Acts 3:15. 

It is Jesus Christ Who has given us our liberty.  For freedom Christ has set us free; stand firm therefore, and
do not submit again to a yoke of slavery (Gal. 5:1). 

The pursuit of happiness is granted by God.  I perceived that there is nothing better for them than to be joyful
and to do good as long as they live; also that everyone should eat and drink and take pleasure in all his toil--this
is God's gift to man (Eccles. 3:12–13). 

The inherent need for law and order is in all mankind: Gentiles, who do not have the law, by nature do what the
law requires, they are a law to themselves, even though they do not have the law.  They show that the work of
the law is written on their hearts, while their conscience also bears witness, and their conflicting thoughts accuse
or even excuse them on that day when, according to my gospel, God judges the secrets of men by Christ Jesus
(Rom. 2:14–16). 

Quotations from our Founding Documents

Thomas Jefferson, in the Declaration of Independence:
"We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain inalienable rights, among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, that to secure these
rights governments are instituted among men. We . . . solemnly publish and declare, that these colonies are
and of right ought to be free and independent states. . . And for the support of this declaration, with a firm
reliance on the protection of divine providence, we mutually pledge our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred
honor." 

http://www.leaderu.com/humanities/washington-thanksgiving.html
http://www.leaderu.com/humanities/washington-thanksgiving-original.html
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Quotations from our Founding Documents

The First Charter of Virginia (granted by King James I, on April 10, 1606) read, in part:
“We, greatly commending, and graciously accepting of, their Desires for the Furtherance of so noble a Work,
which may, by the Providence of Almighty God, hereafter tend to the Glory of his Divine Majesty, in propagating
of Christian Religion to such People, as yet live in Darkness and miserable Ignorance of the true Knowledge
and Worship of God.” 

The Mayflower Compact (authored by William Bradford) 1620 read, in part: 
"Having undertaken, for the glory of God, and advancement of the Christian faith, and honor of our King and
Country, a voyage to plant the first colony in the northern parts of Virginia, do by these presents solemnly and
mutually, in the presence of God, and one of another, covenant and combine our selves together."

In 1812, President Madison signed a federal bill which economically aided the Bible Society of Philadelphia in
its goal of the mass distribution of the Bible.  This was " An Act for the relief of the Bible Society of Philadelphia"
Approved February 2, 1813 by Congress.  James Madison said, 
"It is the mutual duty of all to practice Christian forbearance, love, and charity toward each other."  

At the Constitutional Convention of 1787, James Madison proposed the plan to divide the central government
into three branches. He discovered this model of government from the Perfect Governor, as he read Isaiah
33:22; "For the LORD is our judge, the LORD is our lawgiver, the LORD is our king; He will save us." Although
some have claimed that this is apocryphal, I have never read any good evidence for that opinion.  Given the
founders’s strong faith in God and the Bible, it makes sense that they were inspired by the Word of God.  What
I do know for a certainty is, liberals absolutely hate the idea that Christianity and the formation of our nation are
fundamentally linked. 

Chapter Outline Charts, Maps and Short Doctrines

Our nation originally recognized and embraced the God Who gave them this land.  Our founding fathers spoke
of Him and recognized our God regularly, both privately and publically. 

Public and Private Quotations from our Founding Fathers

John Adams, writing to Thomas Jefferson, in their later lives: 
The general principles on which the fathers achieved independence, were the only principles in which that
beautiful assembly of young men could unite, and these principles only could be intended by them in their
address, or by me in my answer. And what were these general principles? I answer, the general principles
of Christianity, in which all those sects were united, and the general principles of English and American liberty,
in which all those young men united, and which had united all parties in America, in majorities sufficient to assert
and maintain her independence. Now I will avow, that I then believed and now believe that those general
principles of Christianity are as eternal and immutable as the existence and attributes of God; and that
those principles of liberty are as unalterable as human nature and our terrestrial, mundane system. [Emphasis,
mine] 

Benjamin Rush, signer of the Declaration of Independence: 
“The great enemy of the salvation of man, in my opinion, never invented a more effectual means of extirpating
[extinguishing] Christianity from the world than by persuading mankind that it was improper to read the Bible
at schools.[54]  [T]he Bible, when not read in schools, is seldom read in any subsequent period of life. . . . [It]
should be read in our schools in preference to all other books from its containing the greatest portion of that kind
of knowledge which is calculated to produce private and public temporal happiness.” 
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Public and Private Quotations from our Founding Fathers

Fisher Ames (author of the house language for the first amendment): 
“[Why] should not the Bible regain the place it once held as a school book? Its morals are pure, its
examples captivating and noble. The reverence for the Sacred Book that is thus early impressed lasts long; and
probably if not impressed in infancy, never takes firm hold of the mind.”  [Emphasis, mine] 

John Adams to Zabdiel Adams: 
Statesmen, my dear Sir, may plan and speculate for Liberty, but it is Religion and Morality alone, which can
establish the Principles upon which Freedom can securely stand. The only foundation of a free
Constitution is pure Virtue, and if this cannot be inspired into our People in a greater Measure than they have
it now, They may change their Rulers and the forms of Government, but they will not obtain a lasting Liberty.
They will only exchange Tyrants and Tyrannies.  [Emphasis, mine] 

John Adams in a speech to the military in 1798 warned his fellow countrymen: 
"We have no government armed with power capable of contending with human passions unbridled by morality
and religion . . . Our Constitution was made only for a moral and religious people. It is wholly inadequate
to the government of any other."  [Emphasis, mine] 

Samuel Adams, from a speech at the State House, Philadelphia, August 1, 1776: 
"He who made all men hath made the truths necessary to human happiness obvious to all. Our forefathers
threw off the yoke of Popery in religion; for you is reserved the honor of leveling the popery of politics. They
opened the Bible to all, and maintained the capacity of every man to judge for himself in religion."  [Emphasis,
mine] 

John Quincy Adams, in 1837, at the age of 69, when he delivered a Fourth of July speech at Newburyport,
Massachusetts. : 
"Why is it that, next to the birthday of the Savior of the world, your most joyous and most venerated festival
returns on this day [the Fourth of July]?  Is it not that, in the chain of human events, the birthday of the nation
is indissolubly linked with the birthday of the Savior? That it forms a leading event in the progress of the Gospel
dispensation? Is it not that the Declaration of Independence first organized the social compact on the foundation
of the Redeemer's mission upon earth? That it laid the cornerstone of human government upon the first
precepts of Christianity?" 

Benjamin Franklin, Constitutional Convention of 1787: 
"God governs in the affairs of man. And if a sparrow cannot fall to the ground without his notice, is it probable
that an empire can rise without His aid?  We have been assured in the Sacred Writings that except the Lord
build the house, they labor in vain that build it.  I firmly believe this. I also believe that, without His concurring
aid, we shall succeed in this political building no better than the builders of Babel" 

In Benjamin Franklin's 1749 plan of education for public schools in Pennsylvania, he insisted that schools teach
"the excellency of the Christian religion above all others, ancient or modern."

 Noah Webster, author of the first American Speller and the first Dictionary: 
"[T]he Christian religion, in its purity, is the basis, or rather the source of all genuine freedom in government.
. . . and I am persuaded that no civil government of a republican form can exist and be durable in which the
principles of that religion have not a controlling influence." 

John Jay, the first Chief-Justice of the U. S. Supreme Court:  
"The Bible is the best of all books, for it is the word of God and teaches us the way to be happy in this world and
in the next. Continue therefore to read it and to regulate your life by its precepts."  

Patrick Henry: 
"The Bible is a book worth more than all the other books that were ever printed." 
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Public and Private Quotations from our Founding Fathers

Thomas Jefferson, from The Writings of Thomas Jefferson: 
"An eloquent preacher of your religious society, Richard Motte, in a discourse of much emotion and pathos, is
said to have exclaimed aloud to his congregation, that he did not believe there was a Quaker, Presbyterian,
Methodist or Baptist in heaven, having paused to give his hearers time to stare and to wonder. He added, that
in heaven, God knew no distinctions, but considered all good men as his children, and as brethren of the same
family. I believe, with the Quaker preacher, that he who steadily observes those moral precepts in which all
religions concur, will never be questioned at the gates of heaven, as to the dogmas in which they all differ. That
on entering there, all these are left behind us, and the Aristides and Catos, the Penns and Tillotsons,
Presbyterians and Baptists, will find themselves united in all principles which are in concert with the reason of
the supreme mind. Of all the systems of morality, ancient and modern, which have come under my observation,
none appear to me so pure as that of Jesus." 

Thomas Jefferson, from the Jefferson Memorial: 
"God who gave us life gave us liberty. Can the liberties of a nation be secure when we have removed a
conviction that these liberties are the gift of God? Indeed I tremble for my country when I reflect that God is just,
that his justice cannot sleep forever. Commerce between master and slave is despotism. Nothing is more
certainly written in the book of fate than that these people are to be free. Establish a law for educating the
common people. This it is the business of the state and on a general plan."

James Madison: 
"We've staked our future on our ability to follow the Ten Commandments with all of our heart." 

Horace Greely: "It is impossible to enslave mentally or socially a Bible reading people. The principles of the
Bible are the groundwork of human freedom." 

Our founding fathers were not deists (as I was falsely taught in school); nor were they uncertain about their faith;
nor did they restrict their expression of faith to private functions and personal letters.  They believed that, what
they had received by way of freedom and blessing was from God, the God of Jesus Christ, and they were not
ashamed of their faith and they were not ashamed of Jesus Christ. 

While President of the United States, Thomas Jefferson was elected the first president of the Washington, D.C.
public school board, which used the Bible as a reading text in the classroom.

Books could be filled with private and public quotations of the founding fathers and their faith in God and in His Son, Jesus
Christ.  Many of these came from: 
http://www.seekfind.net/AmericaWiseSayingsAboutAmerica.html accessed March 22, 2011. 

Other examples can be found here: http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/religion/rel04.html 
here http://vftonline.org/EndTheWall/Educ_Bible.htm 
here http://www.free2pray.info/5founderquotes.html 
and here http://www.wallbuilders.com/LIBissuesArticles.asp?cat=HD (this link also lists a number of Thanksgiving
proclamations, which were, at one time, a recurring part of our history).

Chapter Outline Charts, Maps and Short Doctrines

This is simply another example of a clear expression of reliance upon God as found in the Preambles of State
Constitutions. 

The Preambles of State Constitutions

Alaska 1956, Preamble. We, the people of Alaska, grateful to God and to those who founded our nation and
pioneered this great land ... 

http://www.seekfind.net/AmericaWiseSayingsAboutAmerica.html
http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/religion/rel04.html
http://vftonline.org/EndTheWall/Educ_Bible.htm
http://www.free2pray.info/5founderquotes.html
http://www.wallbuilders.com/LIBissuesArticles.asp?cat=HD
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The Preambles of State Constitutions

Arkansas 1874, Preamble. We, the people of the State of Arkansas, grateful to Almighty God for the privilege
of choosing our own form of government... 

California 1879, Preamble. We, the People of the State of California, grateful to Almighty God for our freedom
... 

Delaware 1897, Preamble. Through Divine Goodness all men have, by nature, the rights of worshipping and
serving their Creator according to the  dictates of their consciences... 

Georgia 1777, Preamble. We, the people of Georgia, relying upon protection and guidance of Almighty God,
do ordain and establish this Constitution...  

Illinois 1870, Preamble. We, the people of the State of Illinois, grateful to Almighty God for the civil, political and
religious liberty which He hath so long permitted us to enjoy and looking to Him for a blessing on our endeavors.

Iowa 1857, Preamble. We, the People of the State of Iowa, grateful to the Supreme Being for the blessings
hitherto enjoyed, and feeling our dependence on Him for a continuation of these blessings establish this
Constitution  

Maine 1820, Preamble. We the People of Maine . acknowledging with grateful hearts the goodness of the
Sovereign Ruler of the Universe in affording us an opportunity .. and imploring His aid and direction.

Massachusetts 1780, Preamble. We...the people of Massachusetts, acknowledging with grateful hearts, the
goodness of the Great Legislator of the Universe ... in the course of His Providence, an opportunity .and
devoutly imploring His direction ...  

Ohio 1852, Preamble. We the people of the state of Ohio, grateful to Almighty God for our freedom, to secure
its blessings and to promote our common ... 

Oklahoma 1907, Preamble. Invoking the guidance of Almighty God, in order to secure and perpetuate the
blessings of liberty ... establish this .. 

Texas 1845, Preamble. We the People of the Republic of Texas, acknowledging, with gratitude, the grace and
beneficence of God. 

Vermont 1777, Preamble. Whereas all government ought to ... enable the individuals who compose it to enjoy
their natural rights, and other blessings which the Author of Existence has bestowed on man ... 

Virginia 1776, Bill of Rights, XVI .. Religion, or the Duty which we owe our Creator ... can be directed only by
Reason ... and that it is the mutual duty of all to practice Christian Forbearance, Love and Charity towards each
other .. 

West Virginia 1872, Preamble. Since through Divine Providence we enjoy the  blessings of civil, political and
religious liberty, we, the people of West Virginia . reaffirm our faith in and constant reliance upon God ... 

Wyoming 1890, Preamble. We, the people of the State of Wyoming, grateful to God for our civil, political, and
religious liberties .. establish this Constitution .

This is a sampling of what is found in the various state constitutions.  Notice that an acknowledgment of God,
His blessings, protection and benevolence, are found in the constitution of virtually every state of the union, from
all periods of time. 

From: http://www.seekfind.net/TheStatesPreamblesToTheirConstitutions.html 

http://www.seekfind.net/TheStatesPreamblesToTheirConstitutions.html
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The Bible was no stranger to early U.S. education. 

Early U.S. Education

In 1642 and 1647, Puritan Massachusetts passed a compulsory education laws saying that all children needed
to learn how to read; that Satan attempted to keep people from the Scriptures through their inability to read was
the rationale for this law.  Latin Grammar schools were established in 1635.  They taught reading, writing and
arithmetic, and prepared students for Harvard. 

The New England Primer followed a tradition of combining the study of the alphabet with Bible reading. It
introduced each alphabet letter through mostly religious phrases and then illustrated the phrase with a woodcut. 
The New England Primer was first printed in Boston in 1690 and was used into the 19  century. th

From: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/7/71/NewEnglandPrimerAtoM.jpg 

Originally, admittance into Harvard required one to pass a test in Latin and in Greek (the New Testament was
written in Greek and the first major translation of the New Testament was into Latin).  Although religion was
fundamental to a Harvard education, that began to change in the early 1700's. 

In 1786, Dr. Benjamin Rush wrote the essay Thoughts upon the Mode of Education Proper in a Republic.  This
was one of the fundamental documents in the history of American education.  Some quotes from this essay: 

Our schools of learning, by producing one general and uniform system of education, will render the mass of the
people more homogeneous and thereby fit them more easily for uniform and peaceable government.

I proceed, in the next place, to inquire what mode of education we shall adopt so as to secure to the state all
the advantages that are to be derived from the proper instruction of youth; and here I beg leave to remark that
the only foundation for a useful education in a republic is to be laid in RELIGION. Without this, there can be no
virtue, and without virtue there can be no liberty, and liberty is the object and life of all re publican governments.

Such is my veneration for every religion that reveals the attributes of the Deity, or a future state of rewards and

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/7/71/NewEnglandPrimerAtoM.jpg
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Early U.S. Education

punishments, that I had rather see the opinions of Confucius or Mohammed inculcated upon our youth than see
them grow up wholly devoid of a system of religious principles. But the religion I mean to recommend in this
place is the religion of JESUS CHRIST.

See http://www.schoolchoices.org/roo/rush.htm for the entire essay. 

Article 3 of the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 read: Religion, Morality and knowledge being necessary
to good government and the happiness of mankind, Schools and the means of education shall be
forever encouraged.

This is, by no means, a comprehensive view of early U.S. education.  This simply indicates that
Christianity and education, at the very beginning, were not at odds with one another, but worked in
tandem with one another. 
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And from a Supreme Court decision: This republic is classified among the Christian nations of the world.
It was so formally declared by the Supreme Court of the United States. But in what sense can it be called
a Christian nation? Not in the sense that Christianity is the established religion or that the people are in
any manner compelled to support it. On the contrary, the Constitution specifically provides that
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof." Neither is it Christian in the sense that all its citizens are either in fact or name Christians. On
the contrary, all religions have free scope within our borders. Numbers of our people profess other
religions, and many reject all. Nor is it Christian in the sense that a profession of Christianity is a
condition of holding office or otherwise engaging in the public service, or essential to recognition either
politically or socially. In fact the government as a legal organization is independent of all religions.
Nevertheless, we constantly speak of this republic as a Christian nation-in fact, as the leading Christian
nation of the world. U. S. Supreme Court Justice, David J. Brewer, The United States A Christian Nation
(Philadelphia: John C. Winston Company, 1905), pp. 11-12.

My point in listing a portion of these historic documents or writings or speeches is to indicate that, from
our founding, our nation has been closely associated with our Lord Jesus Christ and His Father, our God,
and His power, the Holy Spirit.  As we find ourselves, as a county, becoming more and more separated
from our Lord, the greater are the evils which threaten our country (communism, socialism, Islam, a
soaring and nearly unpayable debt, a dependence upon other nations for rare earth minerals, as well as
the disintegration of the family and the work ethic and the dependence upon God).  These things all go
hand in hand.  We must never, as individuals or as a nation, forget the words of Jesus: “To whom much
is given, much is required.” (Luke 12:48b). 

As an aside, I remember very little of what I was taught in my history classes in high school, but one thing
which sticks in my memory is, our founding fathers were deists who believed that God started up the
world and wandered off, leaving us here without His assistance (that is, that they were deists).  This sort
of nonsense has been taught for decades in our schools, and it is evidence of the spiritual battle in which
we are engaged.  For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the
authorities, against the cosmic powers over this present darkness, against the spiritual forces of evil in
the heavenly places (Eph. 6:12).  Why else would historians go to such great lengths to distort our
nation’s history?  This is because our adversary is the father of lies (John 8:44). 

http://www.schoolchoices.org/roo/rush.htm
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One of the great enemies of the United States was and is communism.  There were 45 goals of
communism designed to breakdown America from the inside so that they could take over our country. 

Some Communist Goals

17. Get control of the schools. Use them as transmission belts for socialism and current Communist
propaganda. Soften the curriculum. Get control of teachers' associations. Put the party line in
textbooks.
27. Infiltrate the churches and replace revealed religion with "social" religion. Discredit the Bible and
emphasize the need for intellectual maturity, which does not need a "religious crutch."
28. Eliminate prayer or any phase of religious expression in the schools on the ground that it violates
the principle of "separation of church and state."
29. Discredit the American Constitution by calling it inadequate, old-fashioned, out of step with modern
needs, a hindrance to cooperation between nations on a worldwide basis.
30. Discredit the American Founding Fathers. Present them as selfish aristocrats who had no concern
for the "common man."
31. Belittle all forms of American culture and discourage the teaching of American history on the
ground that it was only a minor part of the "big picture." Give more emphasis to Russian history since
the Communists took over. 

It should not come as a shock to anyone that communism is anti-God.  This should be further evidence
that we are not in some political battle, but the struggle we are in runs much deeper than that.  
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The coming of the lawless one is by the activity of Satan with all power and false signs and wonders, and
with all wicked deception for those who are perishing, because they refused to love the truth and so be
saved.  Therefore God sends them a strong delusion, so that they may believe what is false,  in order
that all may be condemned who did not believe the truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness
(2Thess. 2:9–12). 
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